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Intelligence

U.S. supermarket chain launches multi-
language seafood guide for newcomers

16 October 2023
By Responsible Seafood Advocate

Available in six languages, the retailer’s seafood guide
helps newcomers explore fresh, local options from the Gulf
of Maine

Maine-based Hannaford Supermarkets and the Gulf of Maine Research Institute (GMRI) have
introduced a new Gulf of Maine Seafood Guide designed to help familiarize newly arrived Americans
with the local selection of sustainable seafood.

The guide, which was developed by GMRI and translated by House of Languages in Portland, is
available at the seafood counter at all Hannaford stores, as well as online
(https://gmri.org/projects/gulf-of-maine-seafood-guide/). The guide is currently available in six
languages – Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Portuguese and Spanish. The guide came to life as a
result of consultations from focus groups with local immigrants. GMRI worked with Hannaford, Good
Shepherd Food Bank and Portland Adult Education to organize focus groups comprised of immigrants
from four continents.

“We know many members of local immigrant communities come from parts of the world that eat much
more seafood than Americans do, and through this project, we learned more about their interest in local
seafood,” said Kyle Foley, sustainable seafood director at GMRI. “Developing this guide is an exciting
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step towards connecting local immigrant communities with our local seafood industry and the
amazing range of �sh, shell�sh and sea vegetables we have in the Gulf of Maine.”

Khadija Ahmed, a staff member with Good Shepherd Food Bank and an emigree from the Democratic
Republic of the Congo approximately 20 years ago, facilitated the focus groups. Approximately 90
percent of the participants said they liked and wanted to eat more seafood than they currently do.
Featuring colorful images of whole �sh and shell�sh, the guide offers information about local seafood
offerings, including �avor pro�les, health attributes and cooking tips.

(https://bspcerti�cation.org/)

“This new guide is a vital step in connecting New Americans with the information they need to make
sustainable seafood options more accessible,” said Jessica Donahue, director of marketing and
communications for Good Shepherd Food Bank. “It’s not just about the food on our plates; it’s about the
stories, traditions and �avors that come with it. The development of these guides is a celebration of
diversity, a pathway to healthier lives, and a testament to the power of partnerships between
organizations like Good Shepherd Food Bank of Maine, Hannaford and GMRI in our shared vision of
ending hunger and strengthening our communities.”

Available in six languages, Hannaford’s seafood guide helps U.S. newcomers explore fresh, local options
from the Gulf of Maine.

https://bspcertification.org/
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The focus groups validated what Nathan Jewell, a seafood merchandiser at Hannaford, heard at
stores: that immigrant customers were con�dent cooks, but did not have an easy way to relate what
they saw in Northeast seafood cases with the seafood they had grown up with in Africa, South America,
the Middle East, or the Caribbean.

“We learned of the need for a guide or an orientation to the seafood that is available locally. The groups
also helped us understand their preferences – the importance of affordability, frozen options and ways
to better understand the fresh seafood offered locally,” Jewell said. “Many bene�ts came from the work
to develop the guide. We understand the needs of our customers and our communities better and we
are seeing new potential for Gulf of Maine seafood too. I think all the partners learned some things that
will help develop the market for Gulf of Maine seafood.”

The new seafood guide is the latest development in a long-standing partnership between GMRI and
Hannaford. In 2010, Hannaford began work with GMRI to vet and audit all seafood products sold at its
stores on a continuous basis to ensure they are fully traceable, come from responsible sources and
meet strict criteria in Hannaford’s seafood sourcing policy, which requires all seafood products sold at
its stores to meet key sustainability criteria.

For each seafood product, information is required from suppliers, including how and where �sh were
caught or farmed and whether the �sh is sourced from a �shery or farm that is certi�ed to a Global
Sustainable Seafood Initiative-benchmarked standard, engaged in a Fishery Improvement Project, or
assessed as low risk by GMRI. Hannaford continues to work with GMRI to validate all new seafood
products and collaborates to enhance both environmental and social sustainability in seafood.

Get the online guide (https://gmri.org/projects/gulf-of-maine-seafood-guide/).
@GSA_Advocate (https://twitter.com/GSA_Advocate)
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It’s not just about the food on our plates; it’s about

the stories, traditions and �avors that come with it.
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